Purpose of Review Solute transport in the lacunar-canalicular system (LCS) plays important roles in osteocyte metabolism and cell-cell signaling. This review will summarize recent studies that establish pericellular matrix (PCM), discovered inside the LCS, as a crucial regulator of solute transport in bone. Recent Findings Utilizing confocal imaging and mathematical modeling, recent studies successfully quantified molecular diffusion and convection in the LCS as well as the size-dependent sieving effects of the PCM, leading to the quantification of the effective PCM fiber spacing (10 to 17 nm) in murine adult bones. Perlecan/HSPG2, a large linear proteoglycan, was identified to be an essential PCM component. Summary The PCM-filled LCS is bone's chromatographic column, where fluid/solute transport to and from the osteocytes is regulated. The chemical composition, deposition rate, and turnover rate of the osteocyte PCM should be further defined to better understand osteocyte physiology and bone metabolism.
Introduction

Osteocytes' Roles in Bone and Beyond
Osteocytes, the terminally differentiated cells in the osteogenic lineage, are the most abundant bone cells, constituting over 90% of the total bone cell population [1, 2•] . Previously, osteocytes were perceived as "passive placeholders" during their long lifespan (up to decades) after retiring from being boneforming osteoblasts and becoming embedded in the mineralized matrix [1] . Nevertheless, the viability of osteocytes has long been deemed important to bone health based on the observation of extensive osteocyte apoptosis associated with osteonecrosis [3] , the occurrence of micropetrosis (i.e., mineral refilling of the osteocyte lacunae and canaliculi) following osteocyte death [4] , and the increasing number of empty lacunae found in aged and fractured bones [5] . Earlier studies on transport phenomena in bone were driven primarily by the desire of understanding how osteocytes survive in the mineralized matrix, which is a significant barrier for nutrient supplies and waste removal [6, 7] .
Groundbreaking findings during the past three decades have led to a conceptual paradigm shift regarding osteocytes. No longer being viewed as "passive placeholders," osteocytes are believed to serve as primary mechanical sensors that actively monitor the health of the bone matrix [1] . They secrete a multitude of signaling molecules including sclerostin, RANKL (Receptor activator of nuclear nactor kappa-B ligand), OPG (Osteoprotegerin), NO (nitric oxide), and PGE 2 (prostaglandin E 2 ), through which osteocytes orchestrate the activities of osteoblasts and osteoclasts during bone remodeling [1] . In fact, sclerostin is an emerging therapeutic target for treating osteoporosis [8] . Furthermore, osteocytes are also found to regulate bone mineralization via DMP1 (dentin matrix acidic phosphoprotein 1), PHEX (phosphate regulating endopeptidase homolog, Xlinked), and MEPE (matrix extracellular phosphoglycoprotein) and regulate serum phosphate via endocrine signaling of FGF32 (fibroblast growthfactor 23) withdistant organs beyond bones (see reviews [1, 2•, 9] ). Since most of these osteocyte-derived signaling molecules have to travel through the bone matrix before reaching This article is part of the Topical Collection on Osteocytes * Liyun Wang lywang@udel.edu their target cells and organs, solute transport in the bone is thus highly relevant in this context.
Factors Impacting Osteocytes' Viability
As the long-lived cells entombed in the calcified matrix [10] , osteocytes depend on nutrient supply and waste removal, a dynamic transport process operating between the cells and the vasculature, for their survival [7] . Although diffusion through the mineralized matrix may be adequate for the transport of small molecules, Piekarski and Munro (1977) argued that transport of large molecules requires convection induced by mechanical loading to augment the limited diffusion as shown in their theoretical modeling [6] . Later studies identified some large molecules produced by osteocytes, including sclerostin (24 k Da) [11] and RANKL (20 kDa) [12] [13] [14] . In addition to enhancing solute transport, physiological mechanical loading associated with exercise and locomotion has been shown to impart powerful beneficial effects on osteocytes' viability in vitro and in vivo, possibly through activation of wnt/β-catenin [15] , PKA (protein kinase A) [16] , and other signaling pathways [17, 18] . Extensive studies have established that, among various types of load-induced stimulations (such as matrix deformation, hydraulic pore pressure, streaming potential, and interstitial fluid flow), interstitial fluid flow may be the primary physical signal which osteocytes sense and respond to [7, 19, 20] .
LCS as the Main Conduit for Fluid and Solute Transport Around Osteocytes
The hierarchical structure of various pores in the bone matrix has been revealed and analyzed using a wide range of imaging and bioengineering approaches [21] . The three porosity levels (reviewed in [22] ) vary greatly in size, from vascular pores associated with the Haversian canals (order 10-50 μm), the lacunar-canalicular system (LCS) housing osteocyte cell body and dendrites (order 0.1-1 μm), to the microscopic pores associated with collagen-hydroxyapatite (order 10 nm). Transport within these inter-connecting pores is relevant to the functions of osteoblasts and osteoclasts (close to the vasculature), osteocytes (enclosed in LCS), as well as the hydration and mechanical properties of the extracellular matrix (depending on intra-and inter-collagen hydration), respectively. In this short review, we will focus on transport at the osteocyte LCS level. Reviews on transport at the other two porosity levels can be found in literature [21, 23, 24•] . The importance of fluid flow in the LCS was first hypothesized by E.H. Burger and coworkers based on the robust responses of osteocytes in response to fluid flow in vitro [25] . However, at that time, this new concept of fluid flow inside LCS seemed incompatible with the existing experimental streaming potential measurement, an indirect indicator of fluid flow over charged bone surface. From the relaxation time of streaming potentials under step loading, fluid was predicted to flow through the microscopic pores (order 10 nm) in the bone matrix [26] . In contrast, fluid flow through the canalicular channel was predicted to relax 1000 times faster [19] . A breakthrough was made by Weinbaum, Cowin, and coworkers [19, 27, 28] , where a gel-like pericellular fiber matrix with a fiber spacing of 7 nm (the size of albumin) was proposed to fill the fluid flow pathway in the LCS. Predictions of their models agreed very well with various experimental measurements of streaming potentials, eventually leading to the general acceptance that the origin of bone fluid flow is within the LCS (reviewed in [7, 22] ). With more detailed experimental data on the LCS structure, especially the findings of the tethering fibers [29] and integrin attachments [30] , the group developed much more sophisticated models that greatly improve our understanding of the mechanosensing and mechanotransduction in osteocytes [29] [30] [31] . Excellent reviews have been published on load-induced fluid flow and bone mechanotransduction [7] , in addition to advances in assessing bone porosity and permeability [21, 32] .
Focus of this Review
We will summarize recent published data on solute transport in the LCS from both experimental and modeling aspects. With new advances on imaging and modeling, unprecedented new insights on the multi-scale transport phenomena have been achieved. The in situ measurements of molecular diffusion and convection, the size-dependent sieving properties of the LCS, and the identification of a key pericellular matrix component (perlecan) in LCS will be summarized in the subsequent sections, followed by discussions of unresolved questions and future directions.
Solute Transport in the LCS: Impacts of Molecular Size, Shape, and Mechanical Loading
Molecules of Interest
The desire to understand how endogenous factors and exogenous agents move inside the bone has driven the investigation of solute transport in the LCS. The endogenous factors of interest include nutrients, hormones, and other bioactive molecules such as cytokines and growth factors, which osteocytes either need for survival, or secrete and/or respond to in various conditions. Osteocytes may also be exposed to exogenous agents that are introduced to treat various bone conditions. These endogenous and exogenous molecules vary greatly in molecular size and weight (from hundreds of Daltons up to a hundred thousand Daltons [33, 34] 
Molecular Sieving and the Cut-Off Size
To probe the permeability of LCS to the aforementioned endogenous and exogenous factors, various sized tracers ranging from small molecules to large proteins and dextrans have been injected to the blood stream in vivo or perfused into bone slices in vitro, and their deposition and distribution inside the bone matrix were tracked either in intact bone or histological sections (reviewed in [7] ). These experimental data have clearly demonstrated that the LCS behaves as a molecular sieve: tracers with increasing molecular weights could leak out of the vasculature and penetrate into the LCS at decreasing rates until the molecules become too big to pass. Selective recent in vivo perfusion studies with various sized tracers and their results (tracer penetration to LCS, diffusivity and the characteristic diffusion time over an osteon) are summarized in Table 1 . Please note that most results listed in Table 1 were obtained with in vivo tracer perfusion with no mechanical loading applied unless stated otherwise. Clearly, these perfusion studies demonstrate that the cut-off size of the LCS in adult bone lays between 7 and 12 nm, which is consistent with the fiber spacing (10-13 nm) later measured using advanced imaging and molecular sieving modeling [35••] , as discussed in the "In situ Probing of PCM Structure in Intact Bone" section.
Size-and Shape-Dependent Molecular Diffusion
Although the tracer perfusion studies reviewed above provided information whether a molecule of certain size can or cannot penetrate the bone LCS within a specific time-period, quantitative measurements of solute diffusion in the LCS have been extremely difficult to obtain, mainly due to the small dimensions of the LCS and the mineralization of the surrounding matrix. Earlier studies were performed by monitoring tracer efflux from pre-perfused bone blocks [40, 41] , which required hours to complete and tissue deterioration may have confounded the measurements. To overcome these problems, we developed an approach combining the fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) imaging with mathematical modeling, which allowed direct measurements of solute transport in intact bones at the LCS level under a laser scanning confocal microscope with high spatiotemporal resolution and tissue penetration [36] . In this FRAP approach, fluorescent tracer molecules are introduced into the bone and then a single lacuna is photobleached under intense laser illumination. Subsequently, the influx of unbleached tracers from neighboring lacunae results in an increase of fluorescence intensity in the photobleached lacuna, which is monitored directly by confocal microscopy. The mobility of the fluorescent molecules is then calculated from the time course of fluorescence recovery, using an anatomically based mathematical model. This method has been successfully applied in quantifying the diffusion of molecules of varying size and shape [33] , as well as the convection under blood pressure [42] or mechanical loading [34, 35• 
To determine the size and shape dependency of molecular diffusion in the bone LCS, diffusivity of various sized globular tracers (sodium fluorescein, parvalbumin, ovalbumin) and linear dextrans of 3 and 10 kDa was measured using FRAP in adult murine tibial LCS [33] (Table 1) . Compared with their free diffusion in solution, these tracers all showed significant reduction (> 45%) in diffusion within the bone LCS [33] , which agreed with the presence of the pericellular matrix, a molecular sieve, in the LCS. Diffusivity in the bone LCS decreased with increasing molecular weight for both linear and globular molecules, with the linear dextrans decreasing at a faster rate [33] (Table 1) . Despite the permeation of dextran-10k in the bone LCS, recovery after photobleaching was not detected within the recording time (~5 min), suggesting some potential entanglement of the flexible dextran chains with the pericellular matrix.
These quantitative measurements demonstrate the importance of the LCS as a critical lifeline for fully entombed osteocytes. Nutrients (~400 Da like fluorescein) and other signaling molecules (~40 kDa like ovalbumin) can diffuse rapidly in these channels with a characteristic time (t c = d 2 /D) from one osteocyte to its neighbors (with a typical distance d = 30 μm) within~3 to 13 s, respectively. On the scale of individual osteons with a radius of 150 μm, the characteristic time t c for the small nutrients and the large signaling molecules would vary from 68 to 346 s, respectively (Table 1) . As shown in the next section, these transport times can be shortened in the presence of mechanical loading.
Transport Enhancement by Mechanical Loading and Vascular Pressure
It is well accepted that convection due to mechanical loading augments solute diffusion in the bone as demonstrated in theory [6] and observed on histological sections [38, 39•, 44] . However, the velocity of solute convection within the LCS was not quantified until the development of the FRAP-based velocimetry method [34, 45] . By performing and comparing paired FRAP experiments on the same bone under both nonloaded and loaded conditions, we could separate diffusion from convection and derive the velocity (convection) of studied molecule in the canaliculi using an anatomically validated transport model [45] . Results from three experimental studies on young and aged mice are summarized in Table 2 . In the first study [34] , sodium fluorescein was measured to move at a peak velocity of 53.9 μm/s in the canalicular channels located 30-50 μm below the anterior-medial tibial surface that was 30-40% distal to the tibial proximal end, while the tibia was cyclically loaded at a peak load of 3 N at 0.5 Hz with 4 s resting time. This moderate mechanical strain (477 με) resulted in a 31% increase in the overall transport rate over diffusion [34] . Using a larger tracer (parvalbumin, 12.3 kDa), a later study [43••] demonstrated that the transport enhancement (convection over diffusion: k/k 0 ) increased nearly linearly with increasing loading magnitude (0, 2.8 N, 4.8 N, k/k 0 = 1.0 + 0.107 load (N)) and decreases with loading frequency (0.5, 1, and 2 Hz). The observed magnitude and frequency dependences of transport enhancement agreed well with our theoretical predictions [45] . The convective velocity of parvalbumin (V s ) was measured to be 43.1, 33.3, and 28.5 μm/s for 2.8 N loading at 0.5, 1, and 2 Hz, while the velocity increased to 55.8 μm/s for 4.8 N loading at 0.5 Hz in young adult murine bone (20-22-week-old, Table 2 ). In the third study on aged (12-13-month-old) mice [35••] , faster Table 2 ).
These convection measurements clearly demonstrate the importance of physiological loading in enhancing nutrient supply and cell-cell signaling in the bone. Moderate loading (2.8-4.8 N,~300-500 με surface strain) results in significant transport enhancement (14-50%) for either small nutrients or signaling molecules of~10 kDa [34, 35••, 43 ••], and the induced convective velocities (28.5-55.8 μm/s) are in the same order of capillary blood flows (~50 μm/s). In the context of molecular exchange within single osteons (radius of 150 μm), the characteristic transport time (t c = R c /V s ) for small nutrients and 10 kDa signaling molecules in the loaded bone is in the range of 2.7-8.8 s (Table 2) , which is more than 10 times shorter than that due to diffusion only (68-143 s) listed in Table 1 .
In addition to mechanical loading, vascular pressure has also been proposed to drive interstitial fluid flow within the LCS and augment solute diffusion in the bone [46] . To test this hypothesis, we measured the transport rate of sodium fluorescein within the tibial LCS in anesthetized mice (in the presence of vascular pressure), followed by repeating the measurements at the same locations/lacunae in the same animals after sacrifice (in the absence of vascular pressure) [42] . If vascular pressure indeed induced interstitial fluid flow, the transport rates measured from the paired FRAP experiments would be different. However, we failed to detect any differences in tracer transport rates with or without the presence of vascular pressure. Based on the pulse pressure measured in the jugular vein (10 mmHg at 10 Hz), theoretical analysis showed that the blood pressure-driven convection was at least one order of magnitude smaller than diffusion for both small and large molecules [42] . It was concluded that, despite the extreme importance of vasculature in bone physiology, vascular pressure itself does not enhance acute solute transport within the bone LCS [42] .
Pericellular Matrix in the LCS: Imaging and Quantification of Structure and Composition
Early Visualization of PCM by Transmission Electron Microscopy
Ten years after the publication of the groundbreaking paper by Weinbaum and coworkers [27] , definitive proofs of the existence of the pericellular matrix (PCM), and, in particularly, the transverse tethering fibers within the canalicular channels, were obtained by Schaffler and coworkers [47] . Using intracardiac perfusion of ruthenium III hexamine trichloride to stabilize osteocyte PCM for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging, they demonstrated that (i) a fiber matrix fills in the pericellular space in the lacunae and canaliculi, (ii) transverse tethering elements/fibers span the 80-nm gap in canaliculi, and (iii) the tethering fibers connect the osteocyte cell membrane and the canalicular wall with an average spacing of 40 nm [47] . This spacing is much larger than the 7-nm spacing originally hypothesized by Weinbaum et al. [27] and the 7-12 nm PCM cut-off size estimated from tracer perfusion studies as detailed in the "Molecular Sieving and the Cut-Off Size" section (Table 1) . This inconsistency may be due to the samples' lengthy and destructive TEM preparation processes, during which artifacts including the loss and/or collapse of PCM fibers might have occurred, resulting in an underestimation of the fiber spacing. Thus, it would be more advantageous to probe the structure and function of the PCM in situ using minimally invasive methods.
In Situ Probing of PCM Structure in Intact Bone
In situ measurements of PCM fiber density were successful achieved by our group using the FRAP-based velocimetry in combination of hydrodynamic modeling of molecular sieving [43••] . In this method, one small tracer (sodium fluorescein, 0.45 nm radius) is injected in mice and its velocity in mechanically loaded mouse tibia be quantified using paired FRAP . Given the PCM fiber diameter (4 nm, explained in the "Perlecan/HSPG2 as a Critical Component of the Osteocyte PCM" section) and the diameter of parvalbumin (2.6 nm), the average fiber spacing in the PCM can be readily estimated from the experimentally measured reflection coefficients, which was 10.3 and 13.4 nm for the young and aged mice, respectively [35••] . The reflection coefficient is anticipated to increase non-linearly towards 100% as solute size approaches the fiber spacing, which agreed well with the cut-off behavior (size 7-12 nm) demonstrated from tracer perfusion studies (Table 1 , the "Molecular Sieving and the Cut-Off Size" section).
The most important advantage of these in situ measurements, compared with previous TEM observations, was the freshly sacrificed intact bones being used in the study to eliminate the need of tedious TEM sample preparation processes. However, the assumptions used to develop the molecular sieving model should also be noted as limitations, including the highly idealized PCM fibers and the steric exclusion being the dominant solute-fiber interaction [43••] . In our FRAP studies performed in live animals, a significant tracer immobile fraction (17%) was observed in osteocyte lacunae, indicating that some exogenous tracers might have bound to PCM due to either charge, hydrophilic/hydrophobic, or chemical interactions [42] . These interactions, as the solutes of interest become larger, could become increasingly significant and should be considered in future models. Knowledge of the chemical identities of the osteocyte PCM will help our understanding of the complex interactions between the solutes and PCM fibers.
Perlecan/HSPG2 as a Critical Component of the Osteocyte PCM
Despite the direct visualization of electron-dense fiber matrix and the tethering fibers in the LCS [47] , chemical identities of the osteocyte PCM had remained elusive until 2011 when perlecan/HSPG2 was first identified by M.C. FarachCarson's group [48] . Perlecan/HSPG2 (heparan sulfate proteoglycan 2) is a large proteoglycan found in the basement membrane and pericellular matrices [49] . Consisting of five domains and four heparin sulfate (HS) sidechains, perlecan is capable of interacting with many growth factors and extracellular matrix components and controlling tissue interfaces and cell-matrix interactions [50•] . Farach-Carson and coworkers confirmed that perlecan is an essential structural component of the osteocyte PCM through immunohistochemistry staining and immunogold TEM imaging of adult murine cortical LCS [48] . Furthermore, the Farach-Carson group probed both the molecular structure and mechanical properties of isolated, full-length human perlecans using high-resolution atomic force microscopy (AFM) [51••] . Their AFM imaging revealed that the core protein of perlecan is long enough to span the pericellular space (~80 nm) in canaliculi [47] with a measured end-to-end length of 170 ± 20 nm and a diameter of~4 nm [51••] . This diameter is chosen to calculate the fiber spacing described in the preceding the "In Situ Probing of PCM Structure in Intact Bone" section. The AFM pulling experiments showed a strong perlecan core that can withstand1 50 pN of tension, which is~10-fold higher than the drag force that the transverse fibers experience under physiological 400 με loading [51••] . Taken together, these studies demonstrated that perlecan is a component of the osteocyte PCM and perlecan's mechanical properties make it a good candidate of tethering fibers that have been hypothesized [27] to be present and visualized [47] in the LCS.
The importance of perlecan in the osteocytic PCM was further confirmed by TEM imaging of the osteocyte LCS from the C1532Yneo mice, a transgenic model developed to recapitulate the reduced perlecan expression associated with Schwartz-Jampel Syndrome [52] . These perlecan-deficient (hypomorphic (Hypo)) mice exhibited a significant decrease in perlecan secretion [52] , and a decreased number of tethering elements per canaliculus (− 35%) [48] , and narrower pericellular fluid area in the canaliculi (− 18 to − 55%) [35••, 48, 53•] . Using the FRAP-based velocimetry, we quantified the reflection coefficient of the PCM in the 12-13-month-old Hypo mice to be 3.9%, which was much lower than those in the age-matched control mice (5.7%) [35••] and young control mice (8.4%) [43••] . Assuming the fiber diameter to be that of perlecan (4 nm) [51••] , the effective fiber spacing in Hypo PCM was estimated to be 17.4 nm, in comparison with the 13.4 and 10.3 nm for the age-matched control and young control PCM, respectively [35••] . The sparser fibers in the Hypo PCM led to a significant reduction (− 35%) in the fluid drag force that the osteocytes experienced during physiologically loading. This reduced stimulation to osteocytes might account for the diminished bone formation observed in the Hypo mice when they were subjected to in vivo unilateral tibial loading (8.5 N, 4 Hz, 5 min per session, 5 sessions over 10 days) that elicited robust bone formation in normal control mice [35••] . Similarly, the decrease of the PCM fiber density in aged mice (fiber spacing 13.4 nm) relative to that in young adult mice (fiber spacing 10.3 nm) is anticipated to reduce fluid drag force, in agreement with the decreased responsiveness of aging skeleton to in vivo loading [54] .
Taken together, these studies demonstrate that the osteocyte PCM is not a static entity and the PCM fiber density varies with aging and perlecan deficiency. These PCM variations may impact the immediate environment of osteocytes. As for fluid transport, a sparser PCM with a larger fiber spacing is associated with lower hydraulic resistance, higher fluid velocity, increased fluid sheer stress, but decreased fluid drag force and thus reduced mechanosensitivity of the osteocytes to mechanical loading [35••] . However, for solute transport, a sparser PCM is associated with a reduced molecular sieving effect and elevated diffusion and convection of both small (sodium fluorescein) and large tracers (parvalbumin) as demonstrated in the Hypo PCM (diffusion + 33%, + 40%; convective velocity: + 39%, 42%) [35••] . Although the consequences of a sparser PCM on fluid/solute transport in the LCS become clearer, the detailed biological effects at the cellular and molecular levels that eventually lead to the attenuated in vivo bone formation have not been determined yet.
Future Directions: Unresolved Questions
Despite the recent advances as reviewed above, our understanding on the osteocyte PCM remains quite limited. For example, besides perlecan, we do not know what other components are present in the PCM and how they interact with each other, with cell membrane, and with the canalicular wall. Due to the relatively small volume occupied by the osteocyte PCM (~10% volume fraction) [21, 53•, 55 •] and its ultra-thin thickness (~80 nm) [47, 53•] , quantitative interrogation of the osteocyte PCM remains extremely difficult with current is bone's natural chromatographic column, where fluid/solute transport to and from osteocytes is regulated. a Fluid and solute transport in the LCS is critical for osteocyte survival (e.g., nutrient supply and cell-cell signaling) and proper function (e.g., mechanosensing) [7] . b The canalicular channel contains an electron-dense PCM and transverse fibers tether the cell process with the canalicular wall as seen under transmission electron microscopy [47] . c Schematic of perlecan/ HSPG2, a proteoglycan, consisting of five domains and four HS sidechains (courtesy of M.C. Farach-Carson). Perlecan is the first identified PCM component [48] with a contour length of 170 nm and diameter of~4 nm [51••] . d Perlecan as well as other tethering fibers regulate the fluid and solute transport in the LCS. The PCM fiber density (inversely related to fiber spacing) determines the LCS's hydraulic permeability, the magnitude of fluid velocity, and the fluid drag force so that osteocytes can sense and respond to mechanical loading [43••] . The PCM fiber density also modulates solute diffusion and convection due to steric exclusion between finite-sized solutes and the PCM fibers [35••] . The osteocyte PCM fiber spacing is found to be 10.3, 13.4, and 17.4 nm in young adult, aged, and aged perlecan-deficient LCS, respectively technologies. To overcome this challenge, our group recently applied orthogonal click chemistry and labeled newly synthesized osteocyte PCM in vivo and in vitro, which were isolated and enriched from the extensive ECM background, with the goal of elucidating the PCM components via mass spectroscopy [56] . Another question is the turnover rate of the osteocyte PCM. In adult skeleton, the mineralized ECM is usually quite stable and only undergoes matrix remodeling through osteoclastic resorption in cases of repairing matrix damage [2•], fracture healing [57] , or removing minerals during reproduction [58] . In comparison, the osteocyte PCM is likely to be more dynamic due to new findings that osteocytes are actively involved in perilacunar and peri-canalicular remodeling by secreting various MMPs and forming acidic environments during reproduction [59••, 60••, 61] . These factors may also degrade the osteocyte PCM and change the local composition and structure of the PCM. Furthermore, time lapse imaging from Dallas' group showed that newly embedded osteoid osteocytes exhibit noticeable motile cell body and cell processes within the LCS [62] . It is to be determined whether the osteocyte PCM would be deformed or slide over the cell dendrite and the canalicular wall. The mechanisms by which osteocyte PCM interacts with the dendrite membrane and mineralized canalicular wall are poorly understood. Although smooth canalicular surface was typically assumed in most theoretical models [27] [28] [29] 45 ], a recent study using ultra high voltage electron microscopy showed a high roughness of the canalicular wall and an irregular, non-uniform pericellular fluid gap in human canaliculi [63••] . How osteocyte PCM bridges the irregular gap between cell membrane and the canalicular wall is an issue to be resolved. Lastly, as mechanical loading induces significant fluid flow through the PCM that may activate osteocytes [27] , one may ask whether mechanical loading influences the synthesis and turnover of the PCM through direct actions on osteocytes or indirect flow induced shedding of the PCM fibers. Future investigations are needed to obtain a more comprehensive understanding of the PCM composition, turnover, potential regulators, and its interactions with the cell membrane and calcified bone matrix.
Conclusions
The submicron-thin PCM residing in the LCS channels serves as bone's natural chromatography column and controls both solute transport through the bone matrix (Fig. 1) . Osteocyte PCM forms an important microenvironment for osteocytes, the most abundant cells and primary mechanosensors in bone, and plays many roles in bone mechanosensing, cell-cell signaling, osteocyte viability, and drug delivery. Despite the progress in elucidating the sieving and mechanical properties of PCM using cutting-edge imaging/engineering/modeling approaches, there are still many unknowns about PCM.
Because osteocytes are capable of modifying their immediate environment where PCM is occupied, it is important to know how the osteocyte PCM is altered during bone development and aging, under mechanical loading or disuse, and in both physiological and pathological conditions. Elucidating the composition and turnover dynamics of the osteocyte PCM will lead to better understanding of PCM-cell interactions. Being a critical interface between osteocytes and their extracellular environment, PCM holds the key to unlock the secrets how to precisely regulate osteocyte functions and bone remodeling in order to promote bone health in clinical applications.
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